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Cengage is the education and technology company built for learners. The company serves the higher
education, K-12, professional, library and workforce training markets worldwide. Cengage creates learning
experiences that build confidence and momentum toward the future students want. The company is
headquartered in Boston, MA with an office hub in San Francisco. Employees reside in nearly 40 countries
with sales in more than 125 countries around the world. Visit us at www.cengage.com or find us on
Facebook or Twitter.
Be Unstoppable
We see a world where every student is a confident learner. Where all learners are propelled by the power
of education. A world where they get further with every question, sharper with every lesson and stronger
with every challenge. A world of acceleration, advancement and ambition. We see a world where students
have the audacity to know their potential and the tenacity to make it real. So that no matter where they go
or what they strive for, they will be unstoppable.
Cengage Helps


Students – By engaging with you and listening to how you work best, we are creating products and
solutions to fit your learning style and help keep you engaged – wherever you are. We are putting
students first in the development of educational materials and are transforming the learning
process to help you succeed.



Educators – Faculty tell us that their job is to Engage Students. Our job is to help. Engaging your
students means to advance, challenge and inspire them in the classroom and beyond. By working
together to develop solutions with the end–user in mind, and supporting your efforts with
unparalleled services and support, we can help you cultivate engaged learners, resulting in better
outcomes.



Librarians – Information must be used to be valuable. You are curators of authoritative material,
and together, with our content and digital tools, we can help you to engage your users with the
treasures of the library.



Employees – We are dedicated to improving engagement, and that begins by engaging our people.
We learn as a team. Together we help others learn.

